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We study the superconductivity pairing symmetry in Sr2RuO4 in the limit of small interaction by
extending a renormalization group calculation developed by Raghu et al. [Phys. Rev. B 81, 224505
(2010)] to include spin-orbit coupling and multiband effects. We show these effects to be crucial
to discriminate between the possible order parameters. In contrast to previous results and without
the necessity of fine-tuning, we obtain pseudospin-triplet gaps of the same order of magnitude on
the two-dimensional γ band and the quasi-one-dimensional α and β bands. The ratio of the gap
amplitude on the different bands varies continuously with the interaction parameter. The favored
pairing symmetry is shown to be chiral when γ is slightly dominant and helical when α and β are
slightly dominant.
Strontium ruthenate [1–3] is a layered perovskite ma-
terial exhibiting a transition at 1.5 K from a well-behaved
Fermi liquid to a superconducting phase. Strong experi-
mental evidence points towards an odd-parity order pa-
rameter (OP) [4–7]. Based on multiple experiments[7–
12], the prevailing candidate for the symmetry of the
OP has been the chiral p-wave state, d = (px ± ipy)zˆ,
which breaks time-reversal symmetry (TRS), hosts topo-
logically protected chiral edge states and is analogous to
superfluid 3He-A [13, 14] (d is defined below).
On the other hand, this state is supposed to carry
edge currents at sample edges and domain walls, which
have been elusive so far despite intense scrutiny [15, 16].
As a result, other OP symmetries have been consid-
ered theoretically [17–20], including the helical states,
d = pxxˆ± pyyˆ and d = pyxˆ± pxyˆ. These phases can be
viewed as time-reversal invariant versions of chiral super-
conductors. Their edges host two counter-propagating
Majorana modes of opposite spin whose net charge cur-
rent is zero.
Another controversy has arisen recently regarding the
band(s) on which the superconducting instability is dom-
inant. The Fermi surface (FS) of Sr2RuO4 is made of
three cylindrical sheets: The γ band is mainly derived
from the Ru 4dxy orbital and is fairly isotropic in the
basal plane, while the α and β bands are mainly derived
from the Ru 4dxz and 4dyz orbitals and are quasi-one-
dimensional (see Fig. 1).
The prevailing assumption in the field has been that
γ is the active band, due to its proximity to a Van Hove
singularity. This assumption was based on specific heat
data [21] and backed by several calculations [22–26] that
predicted a dominant gap on γ and a subdominant, near-
nodal gap on α and β.
This scenario was challenged recently. First, Raghu
et al.[27](see also [28]) showed that, in absence of band
coupling and in the weak-coupling limit, α and β are the
active bands. Second, Firmo et al.[29] reported a phe-
nomenological model with a gap amplitude of similar size
on the three bands but slightly larger on α and β than
on γ that is consistent with specific heat and scanning
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FIG. 1. Fermi surfaces for the tight-binding model H given
in Eq. (1).
tunneling microscopy (STM) measurements.
In this Rapid Communication, we extend the renor-
malization group (RG) scheme of Raghu et al.[30–34] by
including spin-orbit coupling[35, 36] and multiband ef-
fects. This enables us to study the orientation of d at
a microscopic level and determine the gap on the three
bands. We find similarly sized gaps on the three bands
without the necessity of fine-tuning. Depending on the
interaction parameter, we find two OPs that are compat-
ible with the thermodynamic data: either a chiral gap
whose amplitude is slightly larger on γ, or a helical gap
whose amplitude is slightly larger on α and β.
The three bands of strontium ruthenate are reproduced
using the following tight-binding Hamiltonian for elec-
trons hopping on a square lattice [37, 38]
H =
∑
k,s
ψ†s(k)Hˆs(k)ψs(k) (1)
where ψs(k) = [ck,A,s; ck,B,s; ck,C,−s]T with s = 1 (−1)
for up (down) spins. The matrix Hˆs(k) is given by [39]
Hˆs(k) =
 EA(k) g(k)− siη iηg(k) + siη EB(k) −sη
−iη −sη EC(k)
 (2)
where EA(k) = −2t cos(kx) − 2t⊥ cos(ky) − µ,
EB(k) = −2t⊥ cos(kx) − 2t cos(ky) − µ, EC(k) =
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2−2t′(cos(kx) + cos(ky)) − 4t′′ cos(kx) cos(ky) − µc and
g(k) = −4t′′′ sin(kx) sin(ky). A, B and C stand for
the Ru orbitals 4dxz, 4dyz and 4dxy on each lattice
site. The spin-orbit coupling (SOC) parameter is η
and the interorbital hopping term is g(k)[40]. The pa-
rameters were chosen to reproduce the shape of the
Fermi surfaces and the ratio of the effective masses
of the different bands obtained from experiments[2,
41]: In dimensionless units, (t, t⊥, t′, t′′, µ, µc, t′′′, η) =
(1.0, 0.1, 0.8, 0.3, 1.0, 1.1, 0.01, 0.1).
After diagonalization, we obtain three pairs of degen-
erate pseudospin bands:
H =
∑
k,α,σ
k,αc
†
k,α,σck,α,σ (3)
with σ = 1 (−1) for + (−) pseudospin and α = α,β,γ.
Roman indices refer to spin and orbital space while greek
indices refer to pseudospin and band space.
We study the Coulomb interaction in the on-site d
atomic orbitals basis:
Hint =
∑
i,a,s6=s′
U
2
niasnias′ +
∑
i,a 6=b,s,s′
U ′
2
niasnibs′
+
∑
i,a6=b,s,s′
J
2
c†iasc
†
ibs′cias′cibs
+
∑
i,a6=b,s6=s′
J ′
2
c†iasc
†
ias′cibs′cibs
(4)
where i is the site index, a = A,B,C is the orbital index,
s ≡ −s, nias ≡ c†iascias, U ′ = U − 2J , and J ′ = J [42].
Following Raghu et al.[30], we treat the weak-coupling
limit, which corresponds to U, J  W where W is
the bandwidth and J/U a finite constant that fully
parametrizes the interaction. This is a well-controlled ap-
proximation in the sense that the solutions obtained are
asymptotically exact in the weak-coupling limit. How-
ever, all real systems have finite interaction strengths and
one is therefore forced to extrapolate this technique’s re-
sults out of its strict regime of validity in order to make
a link with experiments. Although this extrapolation
probably leads to quantitative changes in our results, it
should leave the qualitative trends untouched.
We integrate out all the modes with energies greater
than an artificial cutoff to derive the effective particle-
particle interaction in the Cooper channel V (kα,qβ),
where α(kα) lies below the cutoff. The effective inter-
action V (kα,qβ) corresponds to the diagram depicted in
Fig. 2(a). Its pseudospin dependence is left implicit for
now. Besides the bare vertex and its ladder, which give
a trivial repulsive contribution, the effective interaction
at one-loop order is made of the three diagrams shown
in Fig. 2(b). These diagrams are expressed in terms of
the static susceptibility of the noninteracting system and
correspond to the celebrated “Kohn-Luttinger” physics
V
−k, α, σ′
k, α, σ
−q, β, τ ′
q, β, τ
(a)
FIG. 2. (a) Diagram corresponding to the effective interaction
V (kα,qβ). (b) Nontrivial contribution to V (kα,qβ) at one-
loop order.
[43, 44]. The different bare vertices given in Eq. (4) are
represented diagrammatically by a unique dashed line
that corresponds to a matrix in spin and orbital space.
As the external propagators are in pseudo-spin and band
space, the diagram expressions are supplemented by form
factors from the unitary transformation going from spin
and orbital to pseudospin and band space.
The second stage of the weak-coupling analysis is the
calculation of the RG flow [30]. Each eigenmode of the
effective interaction flows independently under the evo-
lution of the running cutoff. These eigenmodes are solu-
tions of ∑
β
∫
FS
dqβ
SF
g(kα,qβ)ψ(qβ) = λψ(kα) (5)
where
g(kα,qβ) =
√
ρα
vF,α
vF (kα)
V (kα,qβ)
√
ρβ
vF,β
vF (qβ)
, (6)
SF is the “area” of the FS, ρα is the density of states
(DOS) of the band α at the Fermi level, and the average
of the norm of the Fermi velocity is given by
vF,α
−1 =
∫
dkα
SF
vF (kα)
−1. (7)
Since kα and qβ are constrained to lie on their respective
FS, Eq. (5) is solved in matrix form once the FSs are
discretized.
The energy scale at which the perturbative treatment
of the interaction breaks down corresponds to the critical
temperature and is given by [30]
Tc ∼W exp
(
− 1|λ|
)
. (8)
The gap is proportional to the eigenvector [30]:
∆(kα) ∼
√
vF (kα)
vF,αρα
ψ(kα). (9)
3The pseudospin dependence of the order parameter is
written in matrix form:
∆(kα) =
(
∆++ ∆+−
∆−+ ∆−−
)
=
(−dx + idy dz + ∆s
dz −∆s dx + idy
)
,
(10)
which defines a scalar order parameter ∆s for the singlet
case and a vectorial order parameter d for the triplet
case. Since they are respectively even and odd under
inversion, these two cases are mutually exclusive. The
direction of d defines the normal to the plane in which
the electrons are equal pseudospin paired.
The order parameter has to be in a given irreducible
representation of the crystal symmetry group D4h. The
odd-parity representations can be split into two groups:
the chiral state d = (px ± ipy)zˆ and the helical states
d = pxxˆ ± pyyˆ and d = pyxˆ ± pxyˆ. The symbols px,y
stand for any function of momentum that has the same
properties as sin(kx,y) under the symmetry operations of
D4h. The unit vectors xˆ, yˆ, and zˆ are the directions a
[100], b [010], and c [001]. The representation with the
most negative pairing eigenvalue λ corresponds to the
favored state.
Since there is no consensus regarding the value of the
interaction parameters[45], we will study a priori the
whole acceptable range of J/U and then compare pre-
dictions with experiments to infer its possible value. The
singlet case appears only for J/U > 0.29 and can be dis-
carded based on multiple measurements [4–7]. While, for
J/U < 0.065, the chiral state is favored in agreement with
the most prevailing assumption in the field, the helical
state d = pxxˆ + pyyˆ takes over for 0.065 < J/U < 0.29.
The helical state is the two-dimensional (2D) equivalent
of superfluid 3He-B [46].
The TRS obeyed by the helical state is in contradic-
tion with muon spin relaxation [8] and optical Kerr effect
[10] experiments but the interpretation of these experi-
ments appears to conflict with the absence of edge cur-
rents [47, 48]. The absence of spin susceptibility decrease
below Tc for both in-plane and out-of-plane fields mea-
sured by NMR Knight shift experiments [4, 49] has been
interpreted as evidence in favor of a weakly pinned d ‖ c
that can be rotated to the plane by a field h ‖ c smaller
than 20 mT. We emphasize that a helical state with a
weakly pinned d ⊥ c that would be rotated by a field
h ‖ ab smaller than 150 mT would also be consistent
with these experiments.
Furthermore, the helical state would provide a simple
explanation for the presence of edge states[50] but the
absence of edge currents [15, 16]. It would also explain
the emergence of out-of-plane spin fluctuations in the su-
perconducting state [51, 52], which require in-plane fluc-
tuations of d. The disappearance of these fluctuations
under an in-plane magnetic field would also be consis-
tent with the expulsion of d from the plane under such
a field. Half-quantum vortices, measured recently in a
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Critical specific heat jump ∆C
C
and
ratio of the maxima of the gap amplitudes over the different
bands R =
max |∆α,β |
max |∆γ | . The vertical line separates the stability
regions of the chiral and helical OPs. The curve for a given
OP is drawn in full width only in the OP’s stability region.
The horizontal lines delimit the range of ∆C
C
estimated from
experiments: ∆C
C
= 0.75± 0.05 [29, 55]. The braces indicate
the range of J/U for which the prediction is in agreement with
experiments.
mesoscopic sample of Sr2RuO4 [53], correspond to a spa-
tially dependent rotation of d in order to accommodate
a half-integer flux. They require a freeing of d from its
intrinsic direction imposed by SOC and their existence
is therefore equally plausible in the chiral and the helical
state. Given these contradictory experimental results, we
will study these two states on an equal footing.
Once the mode with the most negative eigenvalue is
identified, its eigenvector provides valuable information
regarding the gap. The gap scale is too small to be
measured directly by angle-resolved photoemission spec-
troscopy (ARPES) but specific heat measurements have
revealed properties of the order parameter [29, 54]. In
Fig. 3, we compare the measured [55] critical jump in spe-
cific heat ∆CC with its value calculated using BCS theory
on the gap functions obtained from the RG technique.
The two highlighted regions correspond to a prediction
for ∆CC in agreement with experiments: the chiral OP at
J/U ' 0.06 and the helical OP at J/U ' 0.08.
The departure of ∆CC from its well-known BCS maxi-
mal value of 1.43 measures the anisotropy of the gap over
the three FS. A large difference between the scale of the
gap amplitudes on the different bands corresponds to a
value of ∆CC that is smaller than experiments, as can be
seen in Fig. 3. Accordingly, the two predicted OPs in
agreement with specific heat data have gaps of the same
order on the three bands. The slightly dominant band
is different in the two cases: The chiral state has a gap
approximately two times larger on γ than on α and β,
while the ratio of the helical gap amplitude on γ over the
one on α and β is approximately 0.7. We checked that
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FIG. 4. (Color online) We represent the chiral OP d = dz zˆ
for J/U = 0.06 (left) and the helical OP d = dxxˆ + dyyˆ
for J/U = 0.08 (right). Panels (a) and (b) show the gap
magnitude |∆| ≡ √d · d∗. In panel (c), the color code gives
the complex phase of dz around the three FSs. The width of
the curve is proportional to |∆|. In panel (d), the vectors are
proportional to (dx, dy), where dx and dy are real. The angle
θ refers to θ1 (θ2) in the case of β and γ (α).
both these states give rise to a T linear dependence of
C/T below Tc, in agreement with experiments [55]. By
tuning J/U towards smaller values, it is possible to ob-
tain a largely dominant gap on γ like previously reported
[22–26].
As shown in Fig. 4, the gaps on α and β present near-
nodes near the direction [110] in both cases. The incom-
mensurate peak Q in the antiferromagnetic fluctuation
spectrum [56] of these bands is known to be responsible
for the appearance of these near-nodes [27, 29]. As its
fluctuations are mostly ferromagnetic, the γ band has
been previously thought to host a fairly isotropic gap of
the type dz = sin(kx) + i sin(ky), with only mild min-
ima along [100] [22–26] and a complex phase increasing
quasilinearly with θ (defined in Fig. 4). Interestingly, we
find gap minima on γ along [110], which shows that the
quasi-one-dimensional (quasi-1D) antiferromagnetic fluc-
tuations peak Q is a source of anisotropy on this band
as well. Besides, the complex phase of our solution for
dz in the chiral case [shown in Fig. 4(c)] is a highly non-
trivial and non-monotonic function of θ. Likewise, the
in-plane orientation of d as a function of θ in the helical
case [shown in Fig. 4(d)] is much more involved than for
the archetypal function d = sin(kx)xˆ+ sin(ky)yˆ.
The rationale behind the association of the chiral state
with a dominant γ and the helical state with dominant
α and β lies in the anisotropy of the normal-state spin
dynamics. The chiral (helical) state has an out-of-plane
(in-plane) d and is therefore driven by in-plane (out-of-
plane) magnetic fluctuations. Due to SOC, the incom-
mensurate peak Q is larger for the out-of-plane compo-
nent of the susceptibility [57], thereby favoring a helical
state when the quasi-1D bands are dominant. On the
other hand, the (ferromagnetic) long wavelength part of
the spectrum is larger for the in-plane component, which
favors a chiral state when γ is dominant.
By a microscopic accounting of multiband and SOC
effects, our model reconciles the two distinct scenarios of
2D superconductivity on γ versus quasi-1D superconduc-
tivity on α and β inside one framework. As required by
specific heat data[29] and in contrast to previous RG cal-
culations [26, 27], similarly sized gaps on all three bands
are obtained and, depending on the interaction parame-
ter, the balance can be slightly tilted one way or another.
As shown in Fig. 3, this result is true for both the chiral
and the helical state and is therefore robust regardless of
the favored pairing symmetry.
We now discuss experiments probing the relative size
of the gaps on the different bands. Recently, out-of-plane
STM [29] has exhibited the presence of a near-nodal gap
of 0.350 meV on α and β. We find a position for the
near-nodes on α and β that is consistent with their phe-
nomenological model, and we could reproduce their ex-
perimental tunneling DOS curves based on our gap. Due
to orbital anisotropy, the gap on γ cannot be measured
with such an experiment. The fact that the measured
gap size corresponds to 2∆/Tc ' 5, which is close to the
BCS value, was interpreted as evidence that α and β
are dominant. A gap 0.7 times smaller on γ was then
inferred from the specific heat jump value, in agreement
with our findings for the helical state.
On the other hand, the conductance of in-plane tun-
neling junctions [50] has been reported to present a two-
step peak shape that is consistent with a dominant gap
of 0.93 meV on γ and a subdominant gap of 0.28 meV
on α and β. The relative sizes of the gap amplitude on
the different bands would then point towards the chiral
scenario.
The inclusion of η is crucial to study the orientation of
d since, without SOC, the spin SU(2) symmetry would
be preserved and the chiral and helical states would be
degenerate. The splitting between the pairing eigenvalue
of these states grows with the magnitude of η but our con-
clusions are robust against a change in this parameter:
The favored state is always chiral with a (slightly) domi-
nant γ for small J/U and helical with (slightly) dominant
α and β for larger J/U (see Supplemental Material for
more details).
Finally, we emphasize the need for new experiments
that would make it possible to discriminate between the
two proposed states. In-plane STM could be one of them
since it could also measure the gap on γ unlike in the
5out-of-plane case. Experiments probing the phase of the
order parameter, including quasiparticle interference and
Josephson tunneling spectroscopy[7, 11, 12], could be dis-
criminating but their interpretation is nontrivial given
the reported convoluted dependence of that phase on
the in-plane orientation. Methods to detect helical edge
modes have also been proposed recently [58].
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
Spin-orbit coupling
The spin-orbit coupling acts as an on-site term,
HSOC = 2η
∑
i Li · Si, where the sum is over the Ru
sites. The crystal field splits the five Ru d orbitals in
the eg doublet and the t2g triplet but only the t2g or-
bitals are relevant close to the Fermi level. These three
orbitals behave like a l = 1 angular momentum represen-
tation. Once expressed in terms of these orbitals only,
the spin-orbit coupling Hamiltonian becomes [37, 38]
HSOC = iη
∑
k
∑
l,m,n
lmn
∑
s,s′
σnss′c
†
klsckms′
where l,m, n are orbital indices, s, s′ are spin indices and
σn is the n-th Pauli matrix. The orbital indices are de-
fined in the following way: l = 1, 2, 3 for, respectively,
the orbital dyz (B), dzx (A) and dxy (C).
Interaction parameters
In Table I, we give different estimates of the interaction
parameters used in the main text (U , U ′ and J) that can
be found in the literature. In Refs. [60] and [61], a con-
strained random phase approximation (cRPA) calcula-
tion was performed to estimate these parameters. These
two references give consistent results and an estimate for
J/U of 0.1. In Ref. [62], an RG calculation performed
in the one-dimensional limit of the dzx and dyz orbitals
lead to the right prediction for the crossover to 3D Fermi
liquid behaviour in Sr2RuO4 (T3D ' 60K). A value of
2.2 eV was taken for U and the relevant parameter range
for J was considered to be between 0.13 and 0.4 eV. This
corresponds to a value of J/U between 0.059 and 0.18.
These estimates are in fair agreement with the range of
J/U for which our calculation is in agreement with the
measured critical specific heat jump, which is roughly
given by 0.05 < J/U < 0.065 and 0.075 < J/U < 0.085.
In Ref. [63] (see also references therein), a mean-field
(MF) rotationally invariant slave bosons calculation was
performed to study the impact of the Coulomb repulsion
on the quasiparticle bands. From a survey of numer-
ous references, they located U in the region 1.5-3.1 eV
and J at 0.35 eV. Finally, Ref. [61] also reports a local
density approximation associated with a dynamical mean
field theory (LDA+DMFT) calculation. They obtain an
estimate of J = 0.4 eV by fitting the predicted mass en-
hancement to the experimental value. This estimate is
somewhat larger than the previous ones.
Ref. Method U U ′ J J/U
[60] cRPA 2.56 1.94 0.26 0.101
[61] cRPA 2.3 U − 2J 0.25 0.108
[62] 1D RG 2.2 - 0.13-0.4 0.059-0.18
[63] MF 1.5-3.1 U − 2J 0.35 0.11-0.23
[61] LDA+DMFT 2.3 U − 2J 0.4 0.17
TABLE I. Interaction parameters (in eV) obtained by various
methods.
Pairing eigenvalue
In Fig. 5, we show the pairing eigenvalue λ for different
pairing symmetries. The favoured state is the one with
the largest value of |λ|. We show the eigenvalue for two
odd-parity channels: one for the chiral state d = (px ±
ipy)zˆ and one for the most favoured helical state d =
7pxxˆ+ pyyˆ. We also show the most favoured state in the
even-parity (i.e. pseudo-spin singlet) channel. Except for
very high J/U (> 0.29), the even-parity channel is never
favoured.
The splitting between the pairing eigenvalue of the he-
lical states and the chiral state is shown in Fig. 6. The
chiral state is favoured for J/U < 0.065 while the helical
state d = pxxˆ+ pyyˆ takes over for J/U > 0.065.
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FIG. 5. RG eigenvalue λ for the chiral state, the most
favoured helical state and the singlet state for the parameters
given in the main text.
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FIG. 6. Splitting of the RG eigenvalue λ between the four
different helical states and the chiral state for the parameters
given in the main text.
Magnitude of spin-orbit coupling
The impact of η on the splitting between the pair-
ing eigenvalue of the helical state and the chiral state
is shown in Fig. 7. The curves are fairly similar for all
values of η: a region of negative splitting (i.e. favoured
chiral state) at small J/U and a region of positive split-
ting (i.e. favoured helical state) at large J/U . These two
regions are linked by a cross-over at a certain value for
J/U . As figured by the arrows in Fig. 7, increasing η
does mostly two things: it increases the amplitude of the
splitting (be it positive or negative) in the two aforemen-
tionned regions and slightly increases the value of J/U
at which the cross-over happens. It also makes the cross-
over smoother. In the limit η → 0, the splitting would go
to zero, from below in the former region and from above
in the latter.
The ratio of the maxima of the gap amplitudes over
the different bands R =
max |∆α,β |
max |∆γ | for different SOC pa-
rameters η is shown in Fig. 8. Regardless of the value of
η, the chiral state favoured at small J/U has a larger gap
magnitude on γ while the helical state at larger J/U has
a larger gap amplitude on α and β.
In summary, the amplitude of η does not modify qual-
itatively our findings of a favoured chiral state with a
(slightly) dominant γ for small J/U and a favoured he-
lical state with (slightly) dominant α and β for larger
J/U .
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FIG. 7. Splitting of the RG eigenvalues λ between the chiral
and the helical state for different SOC parameters η. All the
other parameters are given in the main text.
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FIG. 8. Ratio of the maxima of the gap amplitudes over the
different bands R =
max |∆α,β |
max |∆γ | for different SOC parameters
η. All the other parameters are given in the main text. At
each value of J/U , only the curve for the most favoured state
(chiral or helical) is shown.“Ch” stands for chiral and“He”
stands for helical.
